[Clinical Efficacy of EPOCH±R Followed by DICE±R Regimen for Primary Breast Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma].
To explore the clinical efficacy and safety of EPOCH±R followed by DICE±R regimen for primary breast diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. Forty-three patients with primary breast diffuse large B-cell lymphoma were admitted in our hosptial from January 2000 to April 2016. Among them 24 patients were treated with CHOP±R regimen, 19 patients were treated with EPOCH±R followed by DICE±R regimen. The clinical efficacy, survival rate and adverse effects were observed and compared between them. The complete rate in EPOCH±R followed by DICE±R regimen group was higher than that in the CHOP±R group (84.2% vs 70.8%), and the relapsed rate was lower in EPOCH±R followed by DICE±R regimen group than that in the CHOP±R group (6.25% vs 35.3%). Progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS) rates of 5 years after diagnosis in the EPOCH±R followed by DICE±R group were significantly higher as compared with that in CHOP±R group (PFS, 75% vs 47.4%, P=0.035; OS, 73.3% vs 45.2%, P= 0.043). Treatment-related hematologic adverse events were more serious in the EPOCH±R followed by DICE±R group(63.2% vs 25%). However, these adverse events were controlled and no treatment-related deaths were observed. Multivariate analysis showed that age (P=0.008; 95% CI, 0.026 to 0.579), radiotherapy (P=0.045; 95% CI, 1.028 to 14.719) and LDH level (P=0.007; 95% CI, 0.017 to 0.531) were independent prognostic factors for 5 year overall survival. EPOCH±R followed by DICE±R regimen is an effective and safe treatment regimen for PB-DLBCL. Prognostic factors for survival are age, LDH level and radiotherapy.